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Harbour
The Harbour Solutions Group provides bespoke risk management solutions and support for
claimants and defendants.

Every client’s needs are different, one size does not fit all, so it’s important that you have access to
the right products and support to address your specific needs. The group’s extensive experience and
expertise will assist you to find the right solution. The close relationship between Harbour
Underwriting and its sister litigation funding company enables the group to provide a more
sophisticated and complete solution.

Together, we offer comprehensive solutions, including financing.

What we do
Harbour Underwriting is one of the leading providers of commercial dispute insurance for both
claimants and defendants.

We provide bespoke insurance solutions to brokers, law firms, funders, advisors and corporates to
help reduce the financial risks of litigation and arbitration. After the Event (ATE) insurance is a
fundamental tool for mitigating the costs involved in disputes, giving you and your clients the
confidence to pursue or defend the claim.

We have an expert team of underwriters who will listen and help simplify the process of using ATE
insurance.

Harbour Underwriting provides flexible insurance products which:

∕ Cover all forms of dispute resolution

∕ Can be purchased by a claimant or defendant

∕ Can be purchased at any stage during the litigation process

∕ Are available for all types of claim funding - self-funded, via litigation funding and contingency

arrangements including damages based agreements and contingent fee agreements

∕ Can each be purchased standalone or in any combination of adverse costs cover, own side

disbursements and own side solicitor’s fees cover

∕ Can all be purchased using various premium payment methods

Welcome to Harbour Underwriting



Why Harbour Underwriting is the right partner for you

∕ Insurance for claimants and defendants

∕ Limits from £150k to £20m +

∕ Covers all forms of dispute resolution; at all stages of litigation; for all financing arrangements 

∕ Flexible premium payment options

∕ Robust products and transparent policy wordings

∕ Tailored solutions

∕ Accessible, highly expert litigation insurance team

∕ A-rated capacity

∕ Outstanding service

Harbour Underwriting is one of the leading providers of commercial dispute insurance 
solutions for ATE. 

Why all commercial disputes should be insured

∕ The successful outcome of a dispute can never be guaranteed

∕ ATE insurance crystallises the cost impact from a dispute

∕ ATE insurance significantly reduces the costs exposure if the action is unsuccessful

∕ ATE insurance provides peace of mind that the policyholder will be insured should their claim or 
defence fail

∕ ATE insurance sends a clear message to the opponent about the merits of the case

∕ ATE insurance can be a strong incentive for the other side to settle



Harbour’s team understand well the pressures 
of dispute resolution and are always 
accommodating and responsive.

Richard Bamforth, Partner, Head of Arbitration Group, CMS 
Cameron McKenna Nabarro Olswang LLP

“ ”

Working with us
Harbour Underwriting wants to reduce any complexity associated with purchasing ATE insurance.

We want to make working together as easy as possible. Our experts are always on hand to answer
your questions and to consider your case, no matter how early or late in the process you are. We are
here to provide you with a flexible solution tailored to the individual needs of your case.

We aim to deliver exceptional customer service, as we believe that is what sets great businesses
apart.

What we look for

We are naturally selective about the cases we insure.

There are six initial underwriting questions that we consider to see whether we can help you:

1. Is it a commercial dispute?

2. Is the limit of indemnity at least £150k?

3. Are the prospects of success better than even?

4. Does the legal team have the relevant experience?

5. Where is the proposer domiciled?

6. Are there sufficient funds to finance the dispute?

If you are in any doubt, please do not hesitate to contact us.



We are committed to listening to you and delivering the products and services you need. Our
underwriters are seasoned commercial litigators with a wealth of experience that they are waiting to
share with you.

Underwriting team

Our team

Rocco Pirozzolo
Managing Director and Underwriting Director
07587 036516
rocco.pirozzolo@harbourunderwriting.com

Macella Wan
Underwriting Manager
07731 545252
macella.wan@harbourunderwriting.com

David Chase
Underwriter
07785 617385
david.chase@harbourunderwriting.com



Harbour Underwriting Limited

8 Waterloo Place
London SW1Y 4BE
+ 44 20 3829 9400

If you would like to know more about the services we offer and/or how we can work together, please 
visit our website harbourunderwriting.com or send an email to info@harbourunderwriting.com

A member of the Harbour Underwriting team will get back to you as soon as possible.

Contact us

Harbour Underwriting Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (Firm reference number 
939803). Harbour Underwriting Limited. Registered Office: 4th Floor, 8 Waterloo Place, London, SW1Y 4BE. Registered 
in England and Wales (Company number 10384185).
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